“Quality is always the topmost priority for us at Modern”

“Excellence is a habit” - Aristotle

Modern – Your Gateway to Superior Sourcing
Created to lend convenience to the product sourcing experience, Modern brings to
you comprehensive & quality-driven services that have been built to meet your
requirement, however challenging it maybe to access the required products.
Modern is equipped with experience and expertise; we have a strong understanding of
the sourcing and manufacturing industry and have achieved tremendous measures of
success in a short while.
Modern endeavors to create a one-stop shop for you, our customers, so that you
will be able to nd a product that matches your requirements, both style and
budgetary all while having complete quality assurance.
For the team at Modern, quality will always hold paramount importance as the focus is
not on creating growth through sales but sustainable relationships with
our customers.

The Problem

The world has indeed become a smaller place accessibility and communication has increased by
leaps and bounds. Yet, dealing with vendors based across the globe poses potential issues.

For small, medium or large business looking to source globally, at compelling prices, all kinds
of issues to crop up. With the cost and style advantage that comes from importing products,
comes the stress of scouting vendors and handling transactions, shipping woes and wrangling
with customs' ofcials. We recognize that.

The Solution
Modern brings quality products closer to
you minus the concerns, and massive
premium, that is normally associated
with sourcing from outside the country.
We make buying easier for you by
digitizing the process so that you have
more information along with a
price-friendly process.
We bring to you the ultimate combination :
Prices, Quality, Consistency.

How we do what we do
Understanding the Product
First we understand exactly what you need, if need be we even use your existing
vendors’ samples as a reference. Then, based on that understanding, we connect
with potential suppliers for counter sampling and pricing.

Supplier Evaluations
After receiving the counter samples and pricing on your approval we conduct
extensive factory audits and hold preliminary price negotiations.

Ordering Process
After zeroing down on the potential supplier we help nalize the pricing after taking
into consideration key parameters such as variety, quantity, technical specications,
shipping, insurance and local inspections, duty etc. to have the material delivered to
your door step.

After the Order
Depending on your requirements, we conduct raw material inspection followed by
overall supervision of the entire product and assembly lining by conducting initial
product inspection & during product inspection.

Before Shipping
After post production inspection our team implements a stringent Quality Control
measure to ensure the nal produced goods meet exactly what your specications
are.This is followed by a pre-shipment inspection, keeping in mind your packing &
billing instructions. We also assist in container consolidation from various vendors
along with container loading supervision.

The Modern Promise
Quality
With Modern, you won't nd just anything, and anyone;
showcased for your viewing and perusal is a very
carefully ltered selection that is based a list of various
criteria quality, is at the top of this list. All our vendors
are made to go through a stringent and thorough QC
Process.

Guidance
Modern is with you right through this process any
questions and concerns you may have, you can be
assured that we will have the answers and are happy to
help.

Focus
Your specications are thoroughly examined within our
Standards & Operations framework these tried and
tested methodologies will ensure that the products we
offer you are exactly what you want and how you want.

Research
The idea at Modern is to ensure that our products are
in sync with what's hot in the market and what's not.
We aim to offer to you an array that reects
contemporary tastes and preferences based on our
dynamic and sustained market research.

Transparency
You will always be in the know from the time you share
your inquiry to when the delivery reaches you, our
team will be available to share status updates and
information about what stage, whether it is shipping or
quality inspection, of the process we are in.

Behind the Scenes at Modern
Research, Research, Research
You can be assured that when you buy from Modern, an
exhaustive recce has been done and as our customer
you will be part of every decision making process.

Quality is King
Whether your product is coming from China, Belgium
or Sydney, we safeguard that thorough inspection
processes have been put in place to avoid any
unpleasant surprises at the time of delivery.

We Put You First
With no favoritism amongst vendors, we guarantee
that you receive the most competitive price for the
product of your choice. We do not give any kind of
price preference to those ordering larger quantities, in
fact, we consolidate regular sized orders with our
larger ones thereby providing pricing and quality
advantage.
Looking for additional information? Contact our team today, we're happy to help!
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DISCLAIMER
Modern makes every effort to maintain the accuracy and quality of the information provided on this Catalogue. However, Modern cannot guarantee and assumes no legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. The information contained on this catalogue is for general guidance only. You should neither act, nor refrain from
action, on the basis of any such information. You should take appropriate professional advice because the application of our products may vary depending on particular circumstances.

